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WOCA Worktop Kit

How to do…
1 When treating your unfinished/sanded worktop for
the first time follow the to procedure stated, for preoiled worktops only additional maintenance oiling is
required so please refer to maintenance section.
If the surface of the untreated or sanded wood is
particularly smooth, sand the surface with sandpaper
grit 120.
Make sure the wood is dry and devoid of any dirt
or grease. Clean the wood with Wood Cleaner. After
cleaning, let the worktop dry and cure within the
wood for at least 8 hours.
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WOCA Worktop Oil is a unique water resistant –
strong oil and is VOC free. The Natural WOCA Worktop oil is suitable for both light and dark types of
wood when it has already been pre oiled in the
factory.
WOCA Worktop Oil is a penetrating – oxidizing oil drying
to a hard durable and water resistant seal. It adds warmth
and depth to all woods and does not leave a surface ﬁlm
to scratch or chip. The product conforms to The Articles in
Contact with Food Regulations and is therefore suitable for
use in contact with food.

Please notice!
Risk of self-ignition: Due to the risk of self-ignition
it is important that oil wetted cloths are soaked in
water and disposed of in a tightly closed container
after use.

2 Stir the oil thoroughly before use. Use a paintbrush or
short haired roller to apply a suitable amount of oil in
an even, adequate coat.
Wait approx. 20-30 minutes at approx. 20°C as the
oil penetrates into the wood. If necessary, sand the
wood while the surface is still wet with oil. Sand wet
lengthwise along the wood grain with sandpaper grit
320-400.
Next, wipe off all excess oil using a lint-free cotton
cloth so the surface is dry. Do not leave any excess
oil on the surface. Polish the wood carefully using a
white polishing pad, which ensures a harder wearing
surface. Repeat the treatment on highly absorbent
surfaces. The oil is thoroughly hardened after 24/48
hours at ambient 20°C. Do not let the tabletop become wet during the hardening process.
Maintenance
Use WOCA Worktop Oil or WOCA Worktop Gel to maintain the worktop, every month for the first year, thereafter 4 times a year or as often as necessary. Before
starting the maintenance procedure, clean the worktop
using Wood Cleaner, and let the surface dry for at least
8 hours. Use a cloth to apply the oil to the surface, leave
20-30 minutes for the oil to penetrate into the wood.
Wipe off all excess oil using a lint-free cotton cloth so
the surface is dry. Polish the surface carefully using the
white polishing pad to remove any standing wood fibers
to ensure a hard wearing surface.
Coverage
0,75 Litre covers approximately 9-11 square meters per
coat depending on the absorbency of the wood.
Storage
Store in a cool dry place with lid tightly closed, Protect
from Frost.

The Box contains
0.75 litre Worktop Oil
250 ml Wood Cleaner
2 Polishing pads
1 glove
1 cloth

Health and sagety
Keep out of the reach of children. In case of contact with
eyes rinse immediately with plenty of water and seek
medical advice. After contact with skin wash immediately
with plenty of water. Wear gloves provided.
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